
The innovative project «Light water».

Phenomenon of light water

The most  phenomenal  opening of  the first  10-years  the 
XXI-st  centuries  consists  that  only  bio  logically  active 
water  cleared  on  molecule  level,  is  capable  to  resist 
successfully  to  illnesses,  to  treat  and  to  rejuvenate  an 
organism, improving working conditions of cages, various 
bodies and systems. To be curative, water should be not 
only pure, but also easy!
WATER  -  the  most  important  substance  on  the  Earth, 
connecting us with the Nature in one single whole! The 
human body on 65 % consists of water.
• the Baby, being born, consists of water almost on 85 %.
• Maturing, we lose water, we "dry out".

• The organism of the adult person contains on the average 60-65 % of water, and after 60 years - already 
only 50 %. The age mechanism is, first of all, loss by a moisture organism!
• At sharp reduction of consumption of water, there is an organism dehydration, and the forehead of eyelids 
falls ill.
Water  -  not  only a  component  of  cages  and body fabrics,  but  also  that  environment in  which  all  vital 
processes of an organism proceed.
Our organism - unique self-adjusted system.
It can is independent, without any intervention from our party to resist illnesses, to regulate a metabolism and 
to make self-updating of cages.
For normal work it is necessary for it to create the favorable environment - qualitative and clear potable 
water!
• The person and its health is a quality of water which he drinks within day!
What potable water is the most qualitative, as much as possible useful for life activity of our organism?
According  to  spent  within  the  limits  of  the  program  «Pure  water  for  Russia»  to  interrogation,  the 
overwhelming majority of people answers such question approximately so:
- It is pure, transparent, without impurity and unpleasant smells, pleasant to taste, cool, freshening, well, 
spring water.
It  organoleptic,  subjective  perception  the  person  of  concept  «pure  water».  It  is  exploited  today  by  the 
manufacturers strenuously advertising various kinds bottle of potable water from "curative" sources, and also 
«the clearing most advanced stage».
Actually "medical" influence of chemically cleared potable water on an organism is intentionally exaggerated 
by manufacturers bottle the waters, interested in increased its consumption.
The science confirms modern knowledge: potable water from a waterpipe, artesian chink, a well, a bottle in a 
supermarket, cleared and even transparent by sight and without an unpleasant smell, can help nothing to our 
organism!
From the chemical point of view any natural water represents a solution of various elements: mineral salts of 
various concentration, gases, bacteria and microorganisms, with quantity which defines individual properties 
of water.
Waters, in which maintenance of these components above, than in usual potable water, is called the mineral.
Despite  the  advertising  statement,  any  mineral  or  any  another  drinking  bottle  water  does  not 
introduce substances necessary for a life in our organism!
The person, unlike plants, does not possess ability to acquire dissolved in at native water inorganic mineral 
substances.
Besides, natural water of mineral sources contains minerals and microcells at 30-40 time less, than them 
contains in animal and vegetative food.
For this reason mineral water, natural or bottle, can render on organism the person time toning up influence, 
but simultaneously with it quite often brings components harmful to it.



At the same time regular consumption of potable water of high degree of physical and chemical clearing, 
leads to a lack of an organism of necessary elements and, as consequence,  to biggest risk of variety of  
diseases.
The potable water cleared at physical level, even transparent and pleasant on taste, is not molecule pure also 
does not render considerable influence on ability to live of our organism. It is possible to speak only about its 
relative safety.
The most  phenomenal  opening of last  decade consists  that  only biological  the active water cleared at 
molecular level, is capable to resist successfully to illnesses, to treat and to rejuvenate an organism, 
improving working conditions of cages, different bodies and systems.
• That water which we drink every day, with molecular opinion?
Long time all and everywhere considered, that water - the elementary individual connection,  designating 
with formula H2O.
XX-th century basic researches have shown: waters which we habitually call H2O, in the nature do not exist!
Any natural water is a difficult combination of isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen.
• On 99,7 % it consists of the water consisting of two atoms of a lung (on the nuclear weight) hydrogen 1H 
(protium) and one atom of easy oxygen 16О.
• Such water scientists name easy. All water on a planet the Earth to some extent is easy water.
• As an impurity in any natural water everywhere and constantly there is also the "heavy" water containing 
heavy and radioactive isotopes, including dejterium D2O - a heavy isotope of hydrogen, tritium and "heavy" 
oxygen.

protium dejterium tritium

 
• Heavy water in the pure state is poison for all live!
In one liter  of any natural  water  which we daily use,  besides chemical  impurity contains  about  2,33 of 
"heavy" water.
In what threat dejterium for an organism?
Among all stable isotopes isotope effects dejteriium on live organisms the highest.
On chemical properties dejterium it is identical to atom of hydrogen and at hit in an organism it is capable to  
replace it in all vital exchange reactions and connections, including chains RNA and DNA.

It can lead to failures in work of various systems of an organism as 
biologically such replacement is far not equivalent.
Studying effects of influence of light (easy) and heavy water on live 
organisms, scientific have come to sensational conclusions:
• the Live cage is capable to react even to hardly appreciable changes 
of the maintenance dejterium in water.
•  the  Lowered  maintenance  dejterium  in  water  stimulates  vital 
processes.
•  the  Raised  concentration  in  water  dejterium  and  other  heavy 
isotopes is extremely dangerous to all live.

Heavy water  also  depresses  development  of  the  higher  plants,  and if  them to  water  in  distant,  on  half  



consisting of heavy water, growth completely stops.
To experimental animals gave to drink water, 1/3 which part has been replaced by heavy water. Through 
unlonged time animals perished as a result infringement a metabolism.
Heavy water, is non-uniformly distributed in world waters of the Earth. It is connected with temperature of 
various areas of the Earth and their remoteness from the centers of ecological pollution.
• ppm - a unit of measure of "ease" of water - quantity of particles dejterium on 1 million particles.

Internal deserts Saharas of water - the heaviest - 180 ppm The sea, ocean - 155.76 ppm (V-SMOW - the Viennese 
standard of ocean water)

Ice of Greenland - 125 ppm Thawed snow and snow of high-mountainous glaciers 
(6000-7000) - 128-132 ppm

Water in Moscow - 142 ppm Central European water - 149-150 ppm



Arab Emirates - 154 ppm

Essentially the maintenance of heavy water on 10-12 % is more useful some water which we usually drink - 
thawed snow of high-mountainous glaciers, in it more low. Not casually among mountaineers who drink it 
regular, it is much more long-livers, than among inhabitants of the big cities.

Ices of Antarctica - the easiest water on the Earth - 90 ppm Natural light water in depths of bowels, in springs, wells 
or wood lakes - is not present

The maintenance dejterium in various natural waters changes from 90 ppm (water from Antarctic ice - the 
easiest natural water) to 180 ppm - waters in gas layers and closed in layers of Sahara.
In its closed reservoirs it is more, as in comparison with usual water it evaporates me it intensively. Heavy 
water most of all in districts with a hot climate: on equator and in tropics, less. The share dejterium and in 
ices of Greenland is insignificant.
The mite in distribution of heavy water is brought by a frequent atmospheric precipitation which time carries 
dejterium on a planet.
The surface of world ocean is enriched dejterium differently, but deep water is rather stable on the isotope 
structure.
The  maintenance  of  heavy  isotopes  of  hydrogen  and  oxygen  in  natural  waters  is  supervised  by  three 
international standards:
• Besides the standard Viennese standard SMOW corresponding to deep water of the World ocean exist still 
the standard of water from Greenland ice;
• Standard SLAP corresponds to natural water from Antarctic, the easiest natural water on the Earth.
Today we are compelled to consume daily the water which cleanliness is only different degree of molecular 
"impurity".



It is impossible to give to drink all wishing by vivifying easy water, extracting it on inaccessible heights over 
6000-7000 m or in ice deserts, practically.
Myths and legends of the different people have informed to us immemorial dream of people of the water of 
life, capable to cure illness, to give to the person a fresh youth and even immortality.
• That disappears behind myths and legends about live and dead water?
Protogenic pure and water of life is capable treat and to rejuvenate.
• But as we see, traces of natural "live" extra-light water in depths of bowels, in springs, wells or wood 
lakes - is not present!
But they are present in a human body which is guided in the ability to live by easy isotopes which in the 
nature it is more.
• Fats of which are formed lipid cellular membranes, are impoverished dejterium (131 ppm), in comparison 
with that water (142 ppm and above) which we consume from environment and this water fills intercellular  
space of our organism.
• In extreme conditions of strong stress and adverse external influences for mobilisation of vital forces the 
organism is first of all released from heavy isotopes, including from dejterium and heavy oxygen.
Our organism gives us a solution of "a life code». Unusual blossoming of an advanced life on the Earth 
during the most ancient times has provided live - light water in which structure dejterium and heavy isotopes 
it was essential less than their modern level.
• It is obvious, that potable water at that level of cleanliness and ease which is accessible to us in the 
nature, today optimum for normal ability to live we any more is not go an organism!
Level dejteriium in natural water shows is abnormal high for human health fluctuations.
Massive damage of a genetic fund by radioactive and heavy isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen waters puts 
notable threat to plants, animals and the person!
Long-term researches have confirmed: gradual accumulation in a human body of heavy isotopes of hydrogen 
and oxygen from consumed water:
• leads to its imperceptible poisoning of an organism;
• Eventually causes various illnesses, including a cancer;
• Damages genes, promotes the accelerated aging.
In the beginning of XXI-th century among a scientific world voices that threatens the person killed if it does 
not pass to the use of the light water cleared of heavy isotopes dejterium 2Н and oxygen 18О were distributed.
For this reason water treating at molecular level from dejterium, and through it and human body liquids,  
draws recently attention of the increasing number of researchers.
The methods of mechanical, chemical, biological clearing used at manufacturing of usual potable water, are 
capable to remove only undesirable chemical impurity, but not heavy water!
•  Only  clearing  of  natural  water  at  molecular  level  is  capable  to  improve  quality  of  potable  water 
considerably. For today it is possible to confirm safely: any other means for reception of rather pure water at  
the person does not exist!
• To be curative, water should be not only pure, but also easy!
Researches of last decade have shown:
Light  water  with  the  lowered  maintenance  dejterium  -  the  most  powerful  bio-stimulator,  improving 
functionality of an organism at cellular level and possessing powerfull medical properties!



Even superficial (on 5-10 %) water treating from dejterium (heavy water) is good capable but to improve it,  
giving to water immun-stimulation and rejuvenating properties, let alone deep water treating.

Consuming water in which contained dejterium on 25 % below 
norm, pigs,  rats  and mice  have given posterity,  is  much more 
numerous  and  is  larger  usual,  and  egg  manufacturing  has 
improved twice.
Wheat with which watered with light water, has ripened earlier 
and has given higher crop.

Problem of quality of consumed potable water today is one of the 
central  places  in  state  politician  of  the  different  countries, 
including in the CIS countries where there are regions in which 
to half  of all  illnesses are  connected with the use harmful  for 
health waters.

Experts confirm: transition on using pure water will increase life expectancy of Russians by five - 
seven years.

Device photos on manufacture of easy water.

On the device shown in photos it is possible to make the purest light water - under the residual maintenance 
dejterium to 0 ppm. The device has constructive and technological know-how.


